
Delivering the best quality and comfort in  
health chairs across Australia

Novacorr Tilt and Lift Chair



Novacorr’s range of custom made to measure 

recliner and sleeping chairs offer a level of comfort 

far beyond any chair purchased off the shelf at 

your local furniture store. Hand crafted by our 

highly skilled team in our own factory in Caloundra 

means we have the confidence in our chairs to 

offer a 10 year warranty on the frame, motors and 

mechanisms. 

Novacorr’s Tilt and Lift Chairs are custom built  

to the specifications of each individual client;  

we don’t make chairs in standard small, medium 

or large sizes. This allows the client to have a chair 

that is not only comfortable, but suits their needs 

and requirements. Before any chair is made, a 

series of measurements are taken so your chair 

will fit you whilst ensuring there are no immediate 

pressure areas. Having your own custom made 

chair reduces the risk of back pain, shoulder strains 

and hip displacement whilst helping alleviate 

circulation problems and water retention plus 

many more benefits. 

Once the frame on your chair has been made it 

is then covered in a selection of Dunlop memory 

foams. No two chairs are the same; the foam in the 

seating area will be made to your exact request. 

Your new chair is then covered in the fabric of 

your choice. Novacorr also supply a set of arm and 

neck covers and a full seat / leg overlay. These are 

designed to be removed and washed. 

Novacorr’s chairs are unlike any other chair, 

they are built to stay in a seated position as 

they recline. This allows for the client’s feet to 

be elevated to a position where they are parallel 

with the heart. This will automatically help reduce 

swelling of the feet and legs whilst also boosting 

circulation. When the chairs are reclined they have 

a break in the knee, so when a client is lying down 

their knees are not locked at any point. A second 

motor can also fitted which essentially turns the 

chair into a sleeping chair. The second motor 

enables the user to alter the back position without 

having to change the position of their legs. 

Tilt and Lift Chair



Features

>  Marine ply chair frame

>  Linak and Dewert Motors being the 

leading electric actuator/motors 

manufacturers in the world

>  Dunlop commercial grade memory foams 

>  Commercial grade webbing

>  Choice of Warwick, Windsor or Profile 

Fabrics

>  Emergency battery back-up

>  Commercial grade Dacron for extra 

comfort in the back rest

>  Removable arm covers, neck cushion  

and seat overlay helps extend the life  

of your chair

>  Side pockets for the convenience  

of placing items close

>  Reinforced steel mechanism

Internal width 
500mm

Lower leg 
600mm

Seat depth 
450 - 600mm

Back recline 
90 - 180 degrees

Foot elevation  
to above heart

Vertical lift range 
450mm - 650mm

Weight capacity 
130kg

Overall weight 
up to 65kg

Warranty 
10 years 

Standard choices

>  Fabric selection

>  Wing to be straight, half moon or elephant

>  Padding to be soft, medium or firm

>  Arm rest choices include skinny, standard or chubbo arms 

We require certain measurements to begin a custom make of a chair. Please supply the following on 

purchase as per the diagram below:

A - Floor to Seat

B - Seat Width

C - Seat Depth

D - Back Height
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2.  Wheels

Optional Extras

1.  Massage

3. Hand Rail

6.  Waterproof Overlay

4.  Latex Seating

7. Pressure Prevention Seating / Overlay

8. Leather Upgrade

5.  Extra Covers

t.  1300 847 897   |   e.  sales@novacorr.com.au novacorr.com.au

At Novacorr we consider ourselves to be 

problem solvers. If you have a request for 

anything specific to your chair let us know 

and we will do our best to make it work for 

you. Remember no one person is built the 

same and one size does not fit all!


